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2

Introduction

Sports is a significant multiplier in different subjects. It plays the same role in climate protection as long
as it can be experienced by the numerous users and visitors of sports facilities. Innovative energy technologies that are deployed in sports facilities have a huge potential for visibility and are thus, able to
boost interest in the increased usage of such technologies.
With the available innovative technology, it should be possible to optimally handle such demand structure ecologically and economically.
In its first part, this brochure will illustrate the structure of energy consumption for the relevant Austrian
sports facilities such as stadiums, swimming pools, sports halls or ice sport arenas. Energy consumptions that are specific to sports facilities and the ratio of heat and power consumption will be identified.
With the help of the listing of meaningful categories of consumers, the spheres of activity for the implementation of energy efficiency technologies and the reasonable integration of renewable energy technologies can be deduced to render sports facilities “energy-fit” in the future.
The second part of the brochure will present a total of 20 implemented energy innovations in sports facilities in Europe. Examples of “Best Practice“ in the area of new construction and refurbishment will be
described in detail and should serve as a driving force for stronger application. In addition to the parameters of energy consumptions or energy savings, it will contain useful information on operators, planners
involved and the providers of technology as well as the contact details of sports facilities.
The best practice cases are described in the following order:
• Stadium
• Sports hall
• Climbing gym
• Indoor swimming facility
• Outdoor swimming facility
• Indoor ice sports arena
• Outdoor ice sports arena
• Sports center
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3

Energy consumption and the Structure of energy demand in
Sports facilities

In Europe, the EU Guidelines for the overall energy efficiency of buildings (Energy Performance of Buildings Directive) set the framework conditions for the improvement of energy efficiency in buildings in
member-states. Energy consumption in buildings accounts for approx. 40% of the overall end-energy
consumption in the European Union [Dascalaki et al. 2012], and sports facilities are responsible for 8%
of such consumption [Costa et al. 2011].
Sports facilities stand out for a very special energy demand, which on one hand, is basically different
from other types of buildings and, on the other hand, also varies based on the respective type of sports
practiced in the facilities. There may be a strong fluctuation in the energy consumption profiles of sports
facilities that may occur for instance, through a surge in consumption during sports events. Moreover,
there are complex and very different standards that are set for comfort in different facilities, which may,
for instance, mean one thing in an ice rink and something else altogether in a swimming pool, which
have to be taken into consideration.
In this section, we will throw more light on the energy-relevance and energy consumption structures of
sports facilities in Austria and on areas of activity for energy innovations.

The energy-relevance of Sports facilities in Austria
The types of sports facilities to be examined, were narrowed down for the presentation of the energyrelevance of sports facilities in Austria. Visibility in society, high users’ frequency and the amount of energy consumption of the respective facilities are the criteria adopted in the selection of the type of sports
facilities. Accordingly, the focus of the investigations carried out in this survey, was set on big sports facilities of the following types: Stadium (capacity in excess of 10,000 spectators), Sports hall, Indoor ice
sports arena, Outdoor ice sports arena, Indoor swimming facility, Outdoor swimming facility and Climbing
gym.
In addition to the types of sports facilities examined, it should be noted that there are a good number of
very different small sports facilities in Austria. In these investigations, the quantitatively large number of
small sports facilities such as the soccer fields of the municipalities or sports clubs, whose individual
end-energy consumptions are comparatively low but also make up a significant ratio of energy consumption in total, were not taken into consideration.
Austrian-typical magnitudes were defined (hereinafter referred to as “Reference sports facilities”) for the
selected types of sports facilities. On the one hand, spectator capacities (e.g. stadium) and on the other
hand, gross floor area (short GFA) or water area were used as reference magnitudes. On one hand too,
key figures for the magnitude as well as for energy consumptions per sports facility type, were taken
from available bibliographical sources and on the other hand, from interviews conducted with experts
from the fields of energy technology and operators of sports facilities and compared with the actual energy consumptions of Austrian sports facilities.
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Energy consumptions and the number of sports facilities per sports facility type can be seen in the following Table 1. The resultant overall end-energy consumption per sports facility type for Austria is listed
in the right column.
Table 1: Number of sports facilities, Energy consumptions and Overall end-energy consumption based on
examined sports facility type in Austria (Source: e7 Energie Markt Analyse GmbH, ÖISS [Austrian Institute
for the Construction of Schools and Sports facilities])
Sports facility type and magnitude

Number in
Austria

End-energy consumption of the Reference
sports facilities [MWh/a]

Overall end-energy consumption
of the sports facility type in Austria [MWh/a]

15

1,190

17,850

Sports hall (GFA: 2800 m²)

approx. 400

560

224,000

Ice sports arena Indoor
(GFA: 3360 m²)

approx. 50

1,324

66,200

Ice sports arena Outdoor
(GFA: 3360 m²)

not
available

329

not
available

Swimming facility Indoor
(Water area: 700 m²)

approx. 60

3,345

200,700

Swimming facility Outdoor
(Water area: 1680 m²)

approx. 90

633

56,970

Climbing gym (GFA: 570 m²)

approx. 50

146

7,300

Stadium
(Spectator capacity >10,000)

Illustration 1: Austrian overall end-energy consumption in MWh per annum for each examined
sports facility type (Source: e7 Energie Markt Analyse GmbH, ÖISS [Austrian Institute for the Construction of Schools and Sports facilities])

Illustration 1 shows that sports halls and indoor swimming pools are by far, responsible for the highest
energy consumption among the sports facilities examined. In the case of sports halls, this is largely, attributable to their large numbers, and in the case of indoor swimming pools on the contrary, it is attributable to the energy consumption of an individual facility, which tops consumption with 3,345 MWh/a.
Among the sports facilities examined, indoor ice sports arenas come third with a far lesser overall energy
consumption. No overall energy consumption could be determined for outdoor ice sports arenas in AusPage 7 of 40
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tria because there are currently, no figures available. On the contrary, outdoor swimming pools have a
relatively low energy consumption rate per facility, yet command a degree of relevance due to their frequency in Austria. Climbing gyms stand out for a particularly, low level of energy consumption per facility
and this is largely attributable to the fact that halls with the central aim of promoting climbing were increasingly constructed only within the last few years and therefore, have higher energy efficiency standards. Big stadiums command subordinate significance in the Austrian sports facility landscape with respect to their energy consumption because there are only 15 stadiums in the country with a spectator
capacity in excess of 10,000.
The sum of the overall end-energy consumptions of all sports facilities examined, is approximately
573,000 MWh/a, which makes up a share of approx. 2% of the Austrian service sector [bmwfw, 2016].

The structure of energy demand in sports facilities
Individual energy consumers are exceedingly different within every sports facility type. Table 2 below,
presents the structure of demand in the sports facilities examined. It shows the overall final energy consumptions, the specific final energy consumptions and the respective ratios between heat and electricity
consumption.
The shares of consumption for heat are assigned to the categories of heat for heating purposes or heat
for hot water (total sum is 100%). For electrical power consumption, the individual shares are assigned
to the consumer categories of electrical auxiliary power for ventilation systems, electrical power for cold
supply, electrical power for lighting and electrical power for miscellaneous purposes (total sum is 100%).
The data collected are taken from bibliographical sources as well as from estimations made by experts
of the energy and sports facility sector.
Table 2: Structure of energy demand in sports facilities (Source: e7 Energie Markt Analyse GmbH, ÖISS
[Austrian Institute for the Construction of Schools and Sports facilities])
Reference sports facilities

Reference value
Final energy consumption

Heat [MWh/a]
Electricity [MWh/a]
Specific final energy consumption Heat [kWh/(m²*a)] / [kWh/(seat*a)]
Electricity [kWh/(m²*a)] / [kWh/(seat*a)]
Ratio
Heat
Electricity

Ice sports Ice sports Swimming Swimming
Climbing
arena
arena
facility
facility
gym
Indoor
Outdoor
Indoor
Outdoor
spectators
GFA
GFA
Water
Water
GFA
capacity
[m²]
[m²]
area [m²] area [m²]
[m²]
10,000
3,360
3,360
700
1,680
570
650
612
71
2606
486
111
540
712
259
739
148
35
65
182
21
3723
289
195
54
212
77
1055
88
62
55%
46%
21%
78%
77%
76%
45%
54%
79%
22%
23%
24%

Sports hall Stadium
GFA
[m²]
2,800
420
140
150
50
75%
25%

Electricity

Heat

Structure of energy demand

Ratio of demand categories

Space heating (without hot water preparation)

90%

80%

84%

40%

60%

2%

90%

Hot water preparation

10%

20%

16%

60%

40%

98%

10%

Auxiliary power for ventilation system

50%

14%

26%

3%

50%

3%

30%

6%

46%

80%

Electrical power for cold supply

2%

Electrical power for lighting

40%

50%

14%

10%

10%

4%

40%

Electrical power for miscellaneous purposes

10%

30%

14%

7%

40%

91%

30%
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In summary, Illustration 2 shows the ratio of the heat and power consumption of the respective reference
sports facility.

Illustration 2: Ratio of the heat and electrical power consumption of reference sports facilities (Source: e7
Energie Markt Analyse GmbH, ÖISS [Austrian Institute for the Construction of Schools and Sports facilities])

This information on the energy consumption of selected sports facilities offers a good overview of the
respective impacts of energy, which are of immense significance to the conception of energy efficiency
measures and the reasonable integration of renewable energy technologies.
In the following part of the brochure, a total of 20 implemented energy innovations in sports halls in Europe, will be presented. Examples of Best Practice from the areas of new construction and refurbishment
will be described in detail and should serve as a driving force for stronger application. On the basis of
these examples, it will become apparent that holistic energy concepts leading to “Energy Plus Sports
Facilities” are largely capable of being realized in new constructions. However, an enormous energysaving potential can also be realized in the refurbishment of sports facilities. Several successful examples will also be presented in this respect.
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4

Best Practice Cases

Generali Arena
Stadium, Refurbishment, Vienna – Austria
The club has decided to use the international rating
system DGNB of ÖGNI (Österreichische Gesellschaft
für nachhaltige Immobilienwirtschaft- Austrian Society
for Sustainable Real Estate Management). This building
declaration entails a good number of measures that
should ensure the sustainability factor of partly, newly
erected and partly, refurbished real estates. Increased
attention will thus be paid – for example – to the selecIllustration 3: Generali Arena 2018 (Source: Workshop Mauch)

tion of suppliers. Products with optimized carbon footprints are accorded immense significance in this re-

Energy innovation:

spect. Heating supply exclusively from the district heat-

“Optimized concept of power need” (Power generation
through photovoltaic facility, power-saving through

ing network was preferred to cover heat requirement,
while modern area-cooling elements were installed for

modern LED lighting)

cooling.

Building declaration in accordance with ÖGNI

One major aspect in the certification as sustainable real

In operation since: July 2018

estate is the optimization of power demands. Two photovoltaic facilities were thus, installed on the roof of the
new north stand. The power generated by the larger

Number of visitors per year: 500,000

facility (200 kWp) will be used exclusively for the arena’s
own needs. The smaller facility (80 kWp) will feed its

Owner / Operator:
FK Austria Wien AG

generated power into the public grid. The two facilities
will be erected by the Austrian VERBUND-Gruppe dom-

Investment cost of energy innovation:

iciled in Vienna. Another important measure and at the
same time, a good example of interactions, is the opti-

€ 950,000
Energy parameters:
Electrical power generation through photovoltaics:
290,000 kWh per year
Electrical power saving through lighting concept:
70,000 kWh per year

mization of lighting energy through modern lighting
technology. Together with the Vorarlberg Zumtobel
Group, a modern concept will be created for lighting
systems that are actually consumption-intensive such as
lighting systems in the media and VIP lounge. This is
based on the latest generation of LED projectors, which
consume up to 90% less current compared to conven-

Technology provider, Planner:

tional sources of light. Added to this, are intelligent con-

VASKO + PARTNER Ingenieure Ziviltechniker für
Bauwesen und Verfahrenstechnik GesmbH, Vienna

trol systems such as motion sensors, which activate
lights only for limited periods. Within this context, much

VERBUND AG, Vienna
ZG Lighting Austria GmbH, Vienna

attention was paid to the optimization of lighting in the
course of building technology planning. Indeed, the
planning team comprising the architect, technical plan-

Further information and contact:
FK Austria Wien AG, A-1100 Vienna, Horrplatz 1
julia.heiduk@fk-austria.at www.fk-austria.at

ning office and the building owner contributed immensely, to the optimization of the concept with the aid of rendering.
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Sonnenarena Ansfelden
Stadium, New construction, Ansfelden – Austria

Illustration 4: Bird’s eye view of the Sonnenarena (Source: Raffael
Portugal)

Illustration 5: Thermal solar system and PV modules on Sonnenarena (Source: Raffael Portugal)

Energy innovation:

Newly erected in May 2015, Sonnenarena in Ansfelden

Full solar heating and hot water preparation system

is Austria’s first sports facility to achieve self-sufficiency
in solar thermal energy supply for heating and hot wa-

Heat recovery from shower wastewater, photovoltaic
system
Energy monitoring system
In operation since: May 2015
Number of visitors per year: 15,000
Owner / Operator:

ter. The new building became necessary because the
existing building no longer met the demands of a modern sports facility in many respects. The facility for
modern training and competition is increasingly being
used all through the year in such a way that a high-end
overall energy solution became exceedingly necessary
for the building. For full operation, Sonnenarena requires 23 MWh of thermal energy per annum. The goal
was to be able to meet the need for hot water in com-

Sonnenarena Union Humer Ansfelden

bination with the heating of spaces exclusively with
solar energy without fossil fuels. The building compris-

Investment cost of energy innovation:

es two parts: the dressing room wing covering 256m²

€ 80,078
(Overall investment cost of solar heating system)
Energy parameters:
Electricity consumption: 30,000 kWh per annum
Heat consumption: 23,000 kWh per annum
CO2-savings:
approx. 20,000 kg per annum

and the lounge area with a gastronomy covering
186m². The thermal solar system comprises 54m² of
flat plate collectors that are southerly-oriented and elevated at an angle of 60°. The hydraulic concept of
choice facilitates the storage of solar energy in a hot
water buffer (3000 l) and a heating buffer (1000 l) at
different temperature levels. The heat dispensing systems and the two thermally-activated concrete cores
(altogether about 420 t) are supplied by both buffers. If
necessary, the concrete core in the canteen is cooled
with cold water from the well facility (“silent cooling”)
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Technology provider, Planner, Installer:
Kuster Energielösungen GmbH, Anif
Gasokol Solar Energy systems, Saxen
Bmst. Kniewasser, Windischgarsten

through a heat exchanger system. Both buffer tanks
are reheated using electrical energy if solar energy for
heat supply proves insufficient (9 kW e-cartridge in the
hot water buffer and 6 kW e-cartridge in the heating

Kaltenberger Erwin, Ansfelden

buffer). Showers are fitted with economical shower
heads that are designed to reduce hot water need. A

Further information and contact:

wastewater heat recovery system is also installed. The
cold water flowing to the freshwater modules is pre-

Engnr. Gerhard Petermandl
Friedhofstraße 4, 4052 Ansfelden
gerhard.petermandl@rohrdorfer.at

heated with the waste heat of the wastewater thus reducing the energy need for hot water preparation. To
minimize heat loss in the ventilation system, the entire
building is fitted with a comfort ventilation system with
heat recovery function. Moreover, a large part of the
electrical energy required is covered by a 30.5 kWp
photovoltaic system.
All energy-relevant data in and on the building, are
made visible through a building automatization system
and thus, serve the purpose of sensitizing the largely
young athletes and visitors of the sports center. The
building is primarily used by the different teams of the
soccer section but is also used by the beach volleyball
and Bavarian curling sections. A special area of the
building is used as training rooms for full solar heating
with the system component activation.
Sonnenarena Ansfelden was honored with the Upper
Austrian State Energy prize “Energy Star 2016” for this
innovative energy concept.
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WWK Arena Augsburg
Stadium, New construction, Augsburg - Germany
The stadium of FC Augsburg was opened in 2009 and
runs with an energy-saving concept. It is heated and
cooled on a carbon-neutral basis. This is principally
secured with two large heat pumps using near-surface
geothermal energy. The overall concept makes the
arena the first ever carbon-neutral stadium worldwide.
The centerpiece of the facility – the two large heat
pumps – ensures the maximum heating capacity of 2 x
645 kW. Groundwater from two deep wells located in
the west of the stadium that is filtered by a grit separaIllustration 6: WWK Arena Augsburg (Source: FC Augsburg 1907)

Energy innovation:
Carbon-neutral stadium with large heat pumps
In operation since: 2009
Number of visitors per year: approx. 650,000
Owner / Operator: FC Augsburg Besitz und Betriebsgesellschaft mbH
Investment cost of energy innovation:
€ 45,000,000 (Total cost of stadium)
Energy parameters:
Power consumption Heating central: approx. 400
MWh/a
Heat supply: approx. 1300 MWh/a
Cold supply: approx. 100 MWh/ a
CO2-savings: approx. 700,000 kg per annum
Technology provider, Planner:
Lechwerke AG, Augsburg
Stadtwerke Augsburg, Augsburg
econ AG, Memmingen

tor, serves as the thermal source of its operation. Less
than 10 percent of the required thermal energy is additionally generated through a natural gas condensation
boiler, which has a heating capacity of about 900 kW. It
is run exclusively with natural gas that is verifiably generated from renewable raw materials and fed into the
natural gas grid. The heat pumps and the heating boiler
supply a hot water buffer tank (12,000 liters), which
dispenses heat to the ventilation register, for spaceheating and if necessary, for grass heating. In the process, bio-natural gas is put into operation only for a few
days in the year and particularly, when grass heating is
added on.
This alone has a capacity need of 1,200 kW. It dispenses heat to the soil with a temperature of up to 30
degrees, which keeps the grass fit for play also in the
winter season. To prevent freezing outside matchdays,
the facility can be treated even without involving the
heat pumps by using heat exchangers directly from the
groundwater, which guaranties a budget-friendly operation.
On matchdays, the ventilation registers and air ducts
ensure that the restaurant, lodge and administrative
wings are supplied with fresh air at proper temperature.

Further information and contact:

In winter, the air is heated by the heating system and in
summer, cooling is done by the groundwater of ten

Ingo Butters
Pressesprecher Lechwerke AG

degrees – even without a cooling machine.
Electric power for the stadium comes exclusively from

ingo.butters@lew.de

the domestic hydroelectric system and the emergency
power generator can also be operated with rapeseed
oil in a carbon-neutral manner.
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The usage of groundwater through the deployment of
two heat pumps, bio-natural gas from the region and
green electricity generated from the domestic hydroelectric system ensure a mixture of resources to meet
the energy needs of the stadium that do justice to the
terms “renewable” and “sustainable”.
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Amsterdam Arena
Stadium, Refurbishment, Amsterdam - Netherlands
With 55,000 seats, the Amsterdam Arena is not just the
home pitch of the popular soccer club Ajax Amsterdam, it
is also the largest stadium in the Netherlands and is,
therefore, also used regularly for concerts and other big
events. An innovative battery storage device called
“xStorage” is currently being implemented in the Amsterdam Arena by a consortium of the companies The Mobility House, Nissan and Eaton.

Illustration 7: Amsterdam Arena (Source: The Mobility House)

Energy innovation:
Second life battery storage system
To be in operation as from: End of 2017
Number of visitors per year: 2 million
Owner / Operator:
Stadion Amsterdam N.V
Energy parameters:
Electrical energy storage capacity: 3 MWh
Technology provider, Planner:
The Mobility House
Eaton Industries
Nissan Europe
Royal BAM Group
Further information and contact:
The Mobility House GmbH
Press section
St.-Cajetan-Str. 43, 81669 Munich
Telephone: +49 89 4161 430 76
Email: communication@mobilityhouse.com
www.mobilityhouse.com

This system uses second-life batteries, i.e. used batteries
from electric vehicles, and can store energy from solar
cells or from the public power grid. The storage system in
Amsterdam Arena has over 147 battery packs originally
from Nissan Leaf, as well as a bidirectional inverter from
Eaton. This facilitates the storage of up to 3 MWh of electrical energy, which makes this facility one of the biggest
commercially-used energy storage systems in Europe
using recycled batteries. The operator, “The Mobility
House”, assumes that the system will have an overall
service life of up to 15 years while furnishing warranty for
10 years. Above all else, battery storage is supposed to
stabilize the power grid and used as backup during large
events as well as ensure the carbon-free supply of emergency power to the stadium. The available diesel generators are thereby rendered superfluous. Moreover, the
xStorage system is also capable of supplying power to
the surrounding neighborhood to prevent load peaks in
the event of increased energy need.
From an energy-technical point of view, Amsterdam Arena already now, has a state-of-the-art power supply system: There are 4,200 photovoltaic panels on the roof;
heat is supplied through district heating while a swimming
lake in the vicinity ensures cooling and wind energy provides electrical power. The main building is fitted with a
modern building management system and the LED lighting system is controlled by motion sensors.
Amsterdam Arena was awarded the International Golden
Green Key Certificate for the comprehensive sustainability efforts.
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Sports hall Liefering
Sports hall, New construction, Salzburg – Austria

Illustration 8: Energy Plus Construction Sports Center North (Source:
City of Salzburg, Hannes Killer)

Illustration 9: Sports Center North – Interior view (Source: City of
Salzburg, Hannes Killer)

Energy innovation:
Energy Plus Sports hall with full solar heating and hot
water preparation

The system is a multi-functional sports hall and contains a triple gymnasium with an area of 30 x 50 meters
and a height of 9 meters; it also has a spectators’
lounge with 400 seats and a multi-functional hall for
dancing, yoga etc. with an adjoining weight room. To
live up to the envisaged Smart-City objectives of the
City of Salzburg, the hall was designed as an Energy
Plus object, meaning that the annual primary energy
consumption falls short of the level of renewable energy
produced on-the-spot. The first ever Energy Plus sports
hall of Austria thus, emerged in Liefering through this
ambitious project. Moreover, the hall is certified according to Austrian klima aktiv certification and has attained
the highest standard “klima aktiv gold”.

In operation since: 2017
Number of visitors per year: yet unknown
Owner / Operator: Salzburg Real Estate Society
Investment cost of energy innovation:
approx. € 9 million (overall construction cost)
Energy parameters:
Electricity consumption:
approx. 214,237 kWh per annum
Heat consumption:
approx. 169,000 kWh per annum
CO2-savings:
approx. 110,000 kg per annum
Technology provider, Planner:
Architects Karl and Bremhorst, Vienna
Gasokol Solar Energy systems, Saxen
Kuster Energielösungen GmbH, Anif
Ing. Malli Planungs GmbH, Vöcklabruck
pm1 Projektmanagement GmbH, Salzburg
Further information and contact:
Engnr. Franz Huemer (M.Sc)
Energy and Smart City Salzburg Coordination
franz.huemer@stadt-salzburg.at
+43 (0)662 8072-2484

In this case, the Energy Plus criterion was attained
through a full solar heating system through the active
usage of storage masses and a coverage of annual
power consumption through solar power.
Full solar heating and hot water preparation is realized
through a solar-thermal facility covering an area of
350m². The concrete mass of the base plate is activated for this purpose as heat accumulator. Concrete is a
very good medium of storing acquired solar thermal
energy in such a way that the solar-activated concrete
part covers the overall heating demand for 4,610 m² of
sports and utility area or 33,770 m³ of spatial volume
through all seasons of the year.
15,000 liters of buffer storage volume ensures the
preparation of hot water – again, fed on full solar basis.
The heating demand is given as 51.2 MWh per annum
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and the hot water need as 118 MWh per annum. Excess energy from this system is delivered to the neighboring
ASKÖ building in summer. In addition to solar thermal energy, a 50-kW water-to-water heat pump serves as a
backup.
The power generated by the in-house photovoltaic system is either used directly or saved or fed into the construction yard of the municipal authority in the vicinity.
Given the compact, heavy construction, night-cooling, free cooling and light-heat-controlled shading, the externallyinduced need for the cooling of the hall is at a minimum. If required, active cooling with groundwater from the existing well facility is possible. Aeration and de-aeration is controlled by the mechanical ventilation facilities with highly
efficient heat recovery. The volume of air that is actually introduced by the system can be adapted to the respective
necessity using air quality sensor and volume flow control. To avoid unnecessary massive ventilation devices, wet
rooms, wardrobes and ancillary rooms are loaded with basic ventilation and are virtually intensively ventilated only
if necessary, when limiting values (CO2, humidity) are exceeded, by transferring the hall’s inlet air into the wet
rooms. This is explained by the fact that the full volume of air is not needed in the ancillary rooms and in the hall at
the same time. Combined air intake and exhaust facilities with highly efficient heat recovery capacity is applied. By
this means, only a minimum degree of subsequent heating of the incoming air through the solar/heat pump system
is required.
Even wastewater from the wet rooms is led through a heat exchanger before being channeled into the canal system. The cold water is preheated up to 20°C through the secondary circuit of the wastewater heat exchanger before being led into the hot water reservoir.
The regulation and control of all house-automation applications is performed through a central control technology
with visualization, trend-capturing capacity, monitoring, heat volume metering and volume flow measurement.
A top-class consortium of Austrian planners and technology suppliers was mandated to execute the project.
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Copper Box Arena
Sports hall, New construction, London – Great Britain

Illustration 10: Sports hall Copper Box Arena (Source: Populous

Illustration 11: Licht tubes in Copper Box Arena (Source: Populous Architects)

Energy innovation:

The sports hall “Copper Box Arena” was erected for the

Light tubes for the optimal utilization of daylight

preliminaries of the handball competition of the Olympic
games of 2012 in London and is one of four permanent

In operation since: May 2011
Investment cost: approx. £ 30,000,000 (total cost of
construction)
Planner: Populous Architects, London
Further information and contact:
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
London, E20 3HB
+44 (0)20 8221 4900
copperboxarena@gll.org
copperboxarena.org.uk

sports facilities in the Olympics Park. It is now used as a
public multi-purpose sports hall. The hall is 43m x 65m in
size and is used by amateur and professional athletes as
training ground. Moreover, with its 7,500 seats, it also
serves as a location for different national and international
events. The arena was honored with the BREEAM ‘Excellent’ certification. Amongst others, the innovative energy
concept is responsible for this feat. The building is completely integrated in the combined heating, cooling and
electricity network of the Olympics Park that was principally
operated with woodchip boilers. The need for artificial illumination was reduced by the integration of innovative light
tubes in the roof of the building, which supply the hall with
daylight. 88 such light tubes were installed and each light
tube has a diameter of 750 mm. They were positioned in
such a way that they illuminate the playing field optimally
and can be reconciled with the steel construction of the
roof, the HDTV illumination and other facilities installed on
the ceiling. The light tubes are connected with the central
control system of the building, which automatically switches
off the artificial illuminations whenever there is sufficient
daylight. Moreover, the tubes have the so-called “Shutter”,
through which the tubes can be virtually switched off. This
was a standard required for TV transmissions during
games. Such a blackout feature is also required during
concerts.
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Triple Sports Hall Herrieden
Sports hall, New construction, Herrieden – Germany
A new triple sports hall was opened in the City of Herrieden in Central Franconia in the year 2008. The aim
was to erect a hall in passive house standard, through
which additional photovoltaic systems emerged on the
roof and even the first ever Energy Plus triple sports
hall of Germany.
The focal point of the energy concept of the hall is the
reduction of the heating energy and electrical power
consumption of the building. A surrounding insulation of
the building envelope with an insulation strength of
between 24 and 28 cm ensures less loss of thermal

Illustration 12: Sports hall Herrieden South view (Source:
ING+ARCH Partnerschaft)

Energy innovation:
Energy Plus Sports hall in passive house standard
Photovoltaic
Lighting concept including daylight utilization

energy; several structural component details were optimized with respect to thermal bridges.
The heating energy consumption of the sports hall is
just 15 kWh per m² and year. The necessary heat is
covered in a carbon-neutral manner through the connection with the local heating network that is run with
woodchips. The result of the energy-optimized design

Energy monitoring

is the reduction of heating energy need to approx. one
quarter and a reduction of electrical power consump-

In operation since: 2008

tion to almost half of the standard that was customary
in the year of construction.

Owner / Operator:
Municipal Administration of Ansbach, City of Herrieden

Amongst others, a daylight-dependent lighting system
contributes to the reduction of power consumption.
Additional control systems such as presence detectors

Investment cost of energy innovation:
Total cost of building: € 4,967,000
Cost of energy optimization: € 155,000
Energy parameters:
Electrical power consumption: 24,000 kWh per annum
Thermal heat consumption: 42,000 kWh per annum
CO2 savings:

allow for the adaptation of lighting to actual usage.
Moreover, lighting will vary depending on the type of
sports in progress at the moment. Ping-pong will thus
be played under a lighting strength of 500 Lux while
gymnastics will be held at just 150 Lux. Excessive lighting is prevented by key-switch: Instructors and coaches
are thus, able to switch on only the lighting that is per-

approx. 100,000 kg per annum

mitted for their respective sports type using their keys.
Shading lamella in front of the glass façade will be acti-

Technology provider, Planner:

vated, depending on the state of the sun. In summer,
they offer protection against excessive solar radiation

ING+ARCH Partnerschaft mbB Regner/Bodem,
Nürnberg/Ehingen, Germany

and dazzling upon maximum daylight utilization; in
winter, they ensure maximum sun utilization and thereby, a high degree of heat impact. Approx. 50% of the
electrical power is saved through this optimized lighting
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Further information and contact:

concept.

ING+ARCH Partnerschaft mbB Regner/Bodem,
Pia Regner

The Energy Plus criterion was met through the additional installation of a photovoltaic system on the roof of

Büro Ehingen Kussenhof 2, 91725 Ehingen

the gymnastics hall. The system with a module area of

info@ingplusarch.eu

780 m² has an overall capacity of 98 kWp and generates about 105,000 kWh of solar power every year.
This makes up about 10,000 kWh in excess of the endenergy that the hall consumes altogether.
Ventilation is realized through two highly efficient ventilation systems with a heat recovery rate exceeding
85%. They provide fresh air for the athletes and spread
the heat in the building. In summer, ventilation is controlled through the windows.
Compared with a hall based on the EnEv standard that
is mandatory in Germany with an annual overall energy
demand of about 204,200 kWh, the triple sports hall
with only about 77,700 kWh requires less than half the
energy per year. On the other hand, through the usage
of the photovoltaic facility and the resultant drop in
greenhouse gas emissions, the new hall saves over
100 tons of CO2 per year compared with an EnEvstandard-based gymnastics hall.
From 2008 to 2010, the triple sports hall was energetically monitored and readjusted. Energy consumption
measurements over the three-year monitoring phase
uncovered that the actual energy consumption is less
than the energy demand calculated. The consumption
falls short of the projected results through the optimization of the control technology in the area of heat (hot
water and thermal heat) by 31% and in the area of
electric power by 42%.
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Sports hall Hagenberg
Sports hall, New construction, Hagenberg – Austria
The idea of building the first ever sports hall in passive
technology in Upper Austria came up at the beginning
of 2009 through the commitment of the market town of
Hagenberg. In May 2012, the triple sports hall was
completed without additional investment as opposed
to conventional sports halls and with more than 70%
overall saving of energy cost per annum (heat and
power). As shown by the energy pass of the hall, the
specific thermal heat demand is 5.4 kWh/m²a (in relation to 3.1 m gross ceiling height). This facilitates the
clear fulfillment of the passive house criterion.
Illustration 13: Sports hall Hagenberg (Source: STIWA Group)

Energy innovation:
Passive house Sports hall
In operation since: 2012
Owner / Operator:
Association for the promotion of the infrastructure of the
market town Hagenberg
Investment cost:
Cost of building:
Cost of construction:

€ 3.2 million
€ 4.2 million

Energy Parameters :
Electrical power consumption (2015):
32,000 kWh per annum
Heat consumption (2015): 45,000 kWh per annum
CO2 savings:
approx. 100,000 kg per annum (as opposed to OIBstandard building)
Technology provider, Planner:
Architecture: Architects, Graduate Engineers Baumgarten Mensdorff-Pouilly, Linz
Energy and Home technology planning: STIWA AMS
GmbH, Hagenberg i. M
Heating and Solar system: ÖkoFEN, Niederkappel
Further information and contact:
STIWA AMS GmbH
Softwarepark 37, 4232 Hagenberg im Mühlkreis
Thomas Führer, thomas.fuehrer@stiwa.com

In heat supply, attention was paid to the maximum
utilization of energy resources and for this reason,
pellets heating with condensing technology was installed. This leads to a reduction of applied combustibles by approx. 10%. Pellets heating is backed up by
a thermal solar system to support the heating system
and hot water preparation. The system was hydraulically optimized through rotary-speed-regulated high
efficiency pumps and the application of a Zortström
distribution center, which ensures the efficient distribution of energy from the heating and solar system to the
consumers.
The option of low-temperature panel heating systems
is available for heat distribution in combination with the
heating value systems. An exegetically, highly reasonable temperature level was successfully attained
through the intelligent application of thermallyactivated structural components and partial double
usage. It is then possible by this means, to heat the
sports hall with an average flow temperature of 28°C.
In the preparation of hot water, the focus was set on
heating the water in flow-through process with freshwater modules.
For the avoidance of overheating in summer, solar
inputs were minimized through sufficient roof overhangs in the south and motorized sunblinds in the east
and in the west. The sunblinds are automatically run
down in times of intense solarization through the central control technology. If the summer nights are sufficiently cold, the heat is discharged by opening the
smoke and heat venting system on the roof and the
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amply-dimensioned louvered windows on the floor area. Based on temperature differences and rain sensor, the
openings are controlled through the central control technology. During excavation works, it was discovered that the
area covered by the massive granite reaches up to the base plate. That unleashed the opportunity of realizing a
very efficient surface collector as cold source in an affordable manner. In the process, the base plate (with waterconducting pipelines) beneath the thermal insulation, was “thermally activated”. This, in turn, is thermally connected
with the granite massif. The cold water that is gained in the process, is channeled into the low temperature heating
areas and enables the active still cooling of the hall.
The ventilation serves the exclusive purpose of supplying fresh air and expelling the humidity load in the building.
The volume of air is controlled according to need, through (CO2 and humidity sensors). This enables energy savings of up to 80% as opposed to time-controlled systems. To regain heat from waste air, the ventilation system was
equipped with a rotation heat exchanger with a sensitive heat recovery efficiency of > 80%.
Electrical power supply comes from the regional power grid. Approximately one-third of the required volume of
electrical power is independently generated through the 10 kWpeak photovoltaic system on the roof.
The key to sustainable efficiency are such building automation as cuts across all trades and an energy monitoring
system that constantly ensures efficient operation and energy consumption. The key points of the building automation realized in the sports hall of Hagenberg are, amongst others, external brightness-regulated illumination, air
quality-controlled ventilation, shading-control, automatic opening/shutting of individual windows, energy and operational behavior adapted to the operational calendar and integrated energy monitoring.
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Climbing gym Saalfelden
Climbing gym, New construction, Saalfelden – Austria
In the years 2011/12, one of the most modern climbing
gyms in Austria was built in Saalfelden. The tower is
2
almost 19 m high and offers 1,700 m of climbing and
bouldering area on a floor space of barely 400 m² for
approx. 20,000 climbing fans each year.
With its energy concept, the project represents an innovative example for the heating of buildings of such
type. The climbing gym with its gross volume of
6,419 m³ and a thermal heating demand of 46,800 kWh
per annum, is solar-heated. This is realized with a
Illustration 14: Climbing gym Saalfelden (Source: Georg Kysela)

Energy innovation:
Full solar heating
In operation since: 2012
Number of visitors per year: 20,000

130 m²-large thermal solar facility with large area-flat
plate collectors that are positioned on the roof of the
building at an inclination angle of 65°.
The basis of the year-round solar heating is provided
by the activated base plate with an overall thickness of
52 cm. Over 150 m³ of concrete with a mass of 442 t
serve as long-term storage. On one hand, the heat
storing concrete offers the opportunity of transferring

Kletterhalle Saalfelden Betriebs GmbH

excess energy acquired in summer, into the heating
period and has, on the other hand, the advantage of

Investment cost of energy innovation: Environmental

optimally absorbing low heat inputs in the fall and winter seasons as required by the season of the year. To

Owner / Operator:

technology: € 135,000

supply hot water to the adjoining buildings, in which the
showers are located, a 5,000-liter buffer storage with

Energy parameters:

hygiene-freshwater module was installed. The solar

Heat consumption: approx. 55,000 kWh per annum

collector system is switched on to the extreme highflow mode during the heating period such that on one

CO2-savings:
approx. 17,000 kg per annum

hand, the loss level produced on the collector field is
very low and on the other hand, the low return-flow

Technology provider, Planner:

temperatures from the concrete storage lead to a particularly high level of efficiency.

sitka.kaserer.architekten ZT GmbH, Saalfelden
Kuster Energielösungen GmbH, Anif
Heating technology Wilhelm Brugger, Hallwang
Further information and contact:
Kuster Energielösungen GmbH
Hellbrunnerstraße 41, 5081 Anif

Given the fact that Saalfelden lies at a sea level of
740 m and has 4333 heating degree days, the yearround full solar heating of the climbing gym has proven
to be a particularly innovative venture.

www.kuster.co.at
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Climbing Center Innsbruck
Climbing gym, New construction, Innsbruck
The climbing gym that was newly opened in 2017
was built with passive house components. The specific heating demand at the location is 23 kWh/m²
and per annum. The entire hall rests on 16 cm XPS
plates with a thermal transmittance value of
0.16 W/(m²K). With an insulation of 22 cm, the external walls attain a thermal transmittance value of
0.13 W/(m²K). The roof of the hall was insulated with
a 20 cm-strong, pressure-resistant mineral rock wool
(on KLH wooden panel); thermal transmittance value
in this case is 0.13 W/(m²K). The windows have an

Illustration 15: Climbing Center, Innsbruck (Source: IIG)

Energy innovation:
Building envelope with passive house components, highly
modern ventilation system, 150 m² solar heat with 10,000
liters of buffer storage, LED lighting.
Thermal simulation on building, Flow simulation of ventilation system.
In operation since: 2017
Number of visitors per year: no figures yet

average
thermal
0.85 W/(m²K).

transmittance

value

of

150 m² of solar collectors, which load a buffer storage with 10,000 liters, were mounted on the roof for
the environmentally-compatible hot water preparation. Basic supply of energy is done through the district heating network of IKB/Tigas Innsbruck. The
district heating system has a 70% share of waste
heat utilization.
The ventilation of the climbing gym is realized
through a ventilation device with a maximum possi-

Operator: Alpenverein Kletterzentrum Innsbruck GmbH

ble air volume flow of 27,000 m³/h. The level of heat
recovery of the ventilation device is >75%.

Construction: Innsbrucker Immobilien GmbH&CoKG

The thermal behavior and flow status of the ventila-

Energy parameters:

tion and heating system was verified at the planning
stage using simulation and incorporated in the pro-

Heat consumption: approx. 50,000 kWh per annum (Heating)
CO2-savings:
approx. 87,000 kg per annum

cess. Particular attention was paid to temperature
distribution and temperature stratification (heating
through ventilation system) in the hall. Simulation led
to the deduction that the architecture is excellently
suited for the outward conveyance of the heat accu-

Technology provider, Planner:
HVACR: Stiefmüller Hohenauer&Partner

mulated during the day, through night ventilation.
The climbing walls also offer a good storage-efficient

Electrical planning: Technical Office, Obwieser
Light planning: Ragg Christian

mass that can be pre-cooled in the night.

Thermal simulation and Flow simulation on building: Engineering Office P. Jung

air stratification occurs during full load operation as
well as during partial load operation. Heat buildup

Further information and contact:

does not occur and there are no unpleasant air

Innsbrucker Immobilien GmbH & CoKG
6020 Innsbruck, Rossaugasse 4

speeds leading to unpleasant draft impacts.

The flow simulation uncovered that a good mixing of
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Aqua Nova
Indoor swimming pool, Refurbishment, Vienna Neustadt – Austria
The building service installations of the indoor
swimming pool Aqua Nova, in Vienna Neustadt,
were comprehensively optimized in the summer of
2013 within the scope of energy-saving contracting.
The measures implemented cover:

Illustration 16: External view of Indoor swimming pool (Source: IFP –
Immobilien Freizeit Parken

Energy innovation:
Energy-saving contracting

•

Renewal of the filter technology and water
preparation

•

Renewal of control technology

•

Reconstruction and separation of water cycles

•

Installation of new and optimization of existing heat recovery facilities

•

Optimization of ventilation systems

•

Buildup of frequency converters for pumps
and inlet and outlet air ventilators of the
ventilation facilities

In operation since (after refurbishment): 2013
Number of visitors per year: 297,000

•

Conversion of the entire lighting system to
LED lights (850 lights)

•

Lighting control system in some areas us-

Owner / Operator:
IFP-Immobilien Freizeit Parken - Wiener Neustadt GmbH
Investment cost of energy innovation: € 1,450,000
Energy parameters:
Guaranteed energy saving:
Electric power: 323,850 kWh per annum
Heat:
2,045,000 kWh per annum
Water-savings: 35,540 m³ per annum
Guaranteed annual energy cost reduction: € 214,000
CO2-savings:
approx. 220,000 kg per annum
Technology provider, Planner:
Consultancy and tender: Grazer Energieagentur GmbH,
Graz
Implementation: GWT Contracting GmbH, Sollenau

ing presence and brightness sensors or
zone control
An overall energy-saving of 32% was realized
through the measures, which translates into an
energy cost reduction of € 214,000 each year.
One big challenge in this project was the short
reconstruction phase. Overall implementation was
done during running operation i.e. in the course of
the yearly revision. Moreover, the fine adjustment
of the ventilation system proved to be technically
demanding. This was a challenge that could not be
under-estimated in the face of the circumstances of
the swimming pool. Special attention should be
paid to this for similar future projects.

Further information and contact:
DI Gerhard Bucar, Grazer Energy Agency
Tel.: +43 (0)316/811848-13, E-Mail: bucar@grazer-ea.at
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Wellness Oasis Hummelhof
Swimming pool, Refurbishment, Linz – Austria
A wastewater heat recovery system of the company Raino-Tec was installed in the wellness oasis of Hummelhof
for the pool water circuit.
In the permanent pool water circulation, the pumps suck
the water that is then cleaned by a filter. The cleaned and
chlorinated water is then sent back to the swimming pool.
From there, the water runs through the overflow gutter
surrounding the pool and back into an equalizing reservoir and from there, the pumps suck the water and the
circle begins anew.
For every bather, a minimum of 30 liters of freshwater has
to be added to this cycle every day. The filter must also
be cleaned at regular intervals through back-flushing. All
the water that is added to the cycle leads to an overflow
of the pool water. This excess water is normally led directIllustration 17: “Heat tower” in retention basin (Source: Dieter Klammer)

ly into the channel.
In the wastewater heat recovery system of the Hummehof

Energy innovation:

pool however, this water first ends up in the retention

Wastewater heat recovery

basin, where the heat of the wastewater is regained and
used for the preheating of the added fresh water.

In operation since: 2012

As constant a flow as possible must be guaranteed to
ensure continuous heat recovery. Here, the experience of

Operator:
LINZ AG Bäder

the technical operator in the handling of this system,
plays an important role.

Investment cost of energy innovation:

The most demanding aspect of wastewater heat recovery

€ 83,000

is that these waters are partly extremely soiled in such a
way that every standard heat exchanger would fail. For

Energy parameters:

this reason, a straight-tube heat exchanger was deployed
in this heat recovery system (see illustration). To prevent

Heat saved: 200,000 kWh per annum
CO2-savings:
approx. 48,000 kg per annum
Technology provider, Planner:
RAIN-O-TEC, A-3664 Martinsberg
Further information and contact:
LINZ AG Bäder
A-4021 Linz, Wiener Straße 151
Hr. Dieter Klammer

the soiling of this heat exchanger and thus, a loss of efficiency, the tubes are cleaned automatically, by a spacer,
once each day.
To facilitate a successful wastewater heat recovery, structural circumstances such as the size of the equalizing and
back-flushing reservoir on one hand, and on the other
hand, the experience of the technical personnel play a
significant role.

d.klammer@linzag.at
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Florian Berndl Spa
Swimming pool, Refurbishment, Korneuburg-Bisamberg – Austria
Florian Berndl Spa is a jointly owned indoor and outdoor swimming facility of the municipalities of Korneuburg and Bisamberg. The indoor swimming pool that
was built in 1976 (Architect Friedrich Florian Grünberger) had to be shut down in 2008 due to ceiling
damages. A complete demolition was considered at
the time and this would, probably, have meant the end
of the location or a comprehensive general refurbishment. Under the leadership of Architect Werner Zita, a
detailed refurbishment concept was worked out, on
which basis, a comprehensive refurbishment was subIllustration 18: Florian Berndl Spa (Source: Hannes Zita)

Energy innovation:

sequently decided upon. In addition to numerous minor measures that were taken on the basis of the long

General refurbishment
Refurbishment of the thermal building envelope

service life of the facility alone, a new façade design
with a futuristic touch, was implemented.

Extensive energy monitoring

These thermal protection measures of the thermal
building envelope led to a reduction of the thermal

Solar thermal heating

2

2

heating demand from 383 kWh/m a to 70 kWh/m a,
In operation since: 1976 / refurbished from 2010 to
2012

which translates into a significant reduction by 82%. In
the years following the refurbishment, district heating

Number of visitors per year: 85,000

consumption that had been secured since 2016
through the heat-supply station of Korneuburg,

Owner / Operator:

dropped by 55% as opposed to the pre-refurbishment
period. Moreover, 12% of the required yearly heat

Frei-und Hallenbad Korneuburg-Bisamberg BetriebsgmbH

energy is also provided through a solar-thermal sys2

tem (1,300 m of solar absorber mats).

Investment cost of refurbishment: € 6,200,000

In spite of increased follow-up activities and stricter

Energy parameters:

pool hygiene rules (e.g. increased power consumption
through pool water preparation), power consumption

Electrical power consumption:
approx. 1,950,000 kWh per annum
Heat consumption (Biomass distant heating):
approx. 2,000,000 kWh per annum

remained at a magnitude
refurbishment period.

similar

to

the

pre-

The energy monitoring system, which has the ad-

Façade provider:

vantage of monitoring and controlling operations from
an energy-technical point of view, is also worth men-

Pasteiner GmbH, Tiroler Straße 6,
A-3105 St.Pölten - Unterradlberg

tioning. In the process, all heat, power and water meters are captured and evaluated on daily basis. Further

Further information and contact:

savings could be achieved by this means since the
start of operations. Several benchmark comparisons

Architect Werner Zita (Grad. Engnr.)

have confirmed to Florian Berndl Spa that perfor-

Korneuburger Str. 14, 2103 Langenzersdorf

mance has been within a very good range since the
refurbishment.

Tel: 02244 42700
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Water Park Schwaz
Outdoor swimming pool, Refurbishment, Schwaz – Austria
A solar-thermal absorber system from the company
AST was installed in the outdoor swimming pool of the
Tyrol municipality Schwaz, for the preheating of the
pool water. The system is 470 m² large and was
mounted on a total of 3 roof areas.
There is an engine room approx. 60 m away from the
system, which houses a heat exchanger. The solar
system is thus separated from the pool water by this
means. 270 kW was selected as the capacity of the
heat exchanger.
To anchor the absorber system, aluminum rails were
Illustration 19: 470 m² of solar absorber system, Outdoor swimming pool, Schwaz (Source: AST)

initially glued to the surfaces of these equally new bitumen roof and were additionally secured with concrete
stones.

Energy innovation:

The solar surface itself consists of 4000 running meters

Solar swimming pool, Water heating

of solar mats of 10 absorber tubes per running meter
respectively. In spite of adverse weather conditions

In operation since: 2017
Number of visitors per year: approx. 70,000
Owner / Operator:
Stadtwerke Schwaz GmbH
Investment cost of energy innovation:

during the assembly phase, the entire system was installed within three weeks.
The following drawing shows a cross-section of the
absorber mats “AST Solar absorber 120/10” that were
deployed:

approx. € 49,000
Energy parameters:
Heat saved: 211,500 kWh per annum
CO2-savings:
approx. 79,000 kg per annum
Technology provider, Planner:
AST Eis- und Solartechnik GmbH, Reutte

Illustration 20: Drawing of the cross-section of the absorber mat AST
Solar absorber 120/10 (Source: AST)

Further information and contact:
Water Park Schwaz
Innsbrucker Straße 72
A-6130 Schwaz
Mr. Christian Lintner c.lintner@schwaz.at
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Lentpark
Ice rink and Indoor swimming pool, New construction, Cologne – Germany
An indoor swimming pool and an ice rink with a
unique elevated ice skating track are integrated under
a single roof in Lentpark, Cologne.
The intelligent network of building service installations
creates synergy effects and facilitates a special energy-efficient operation of the sports facility. The production of artificial ice is accompanied by the development of a larger volume of heat that is channeled
into the atmosphere.
On the contrary, in Lentpark, energy consumption is
Illustration 21: Lentpark Cologne (Source: KölnBäder GmbH)

Energy innovation:
Combination of Ice rink and Indoor swimming pool
In operation since: 2011
Number of visitors per year: 403,269 (2016)

minimized through the coupling of the ice rink and the
indoor swimming pool because the waste heat of ice
production is used for the heating of the pool. In the
process, the heat recovery of the ventilation systems
of the indoor swimming pool has an efficiency level in
excess of 85%.
Three piston compressors with an overall cooling
capacity of 819 kW are responsible for cooling. Am-

Owner / Operator:
KölnBäder GmbH

moniac is used as freezing agent. The pistons suck
gaseous ammoniac from the separator and compress

Investment cost: € 25 million (total cost of construction)

it. The heat generated from the compression is recovered through heat exchangers and facilitates the heat-

Energy parameters:

ing of shower water and the air for the ice rink. In the
next stage, ammoniac is liquefied through two air-

Electrical power consumption:
approx. 48,000 kWh per annum
Heat consumption:
approx. 105,000 kWh per annum
CO2-savings:

cooled liquefiers and pumped into the double-secured
piston pipeline system. There, it draws heat from the
ice surface and gets back to the separator through the
pipeline as a two-phase mixture.
In addition to the special experience for the visitor, an

approx. 575,000 kg per annum

energy-related benefit is also added to the elevated
ice skating track. A conventional indoor swimming

Technology provider, Planner:

pool must be constructed in such a way that the dis-

Schulitz Architekten GmbH, Braunschweig
Engineering Consultants Möller + Meyer, Gotha

crepancy between the desired indoor temperature
and outdoor temperature, which may fall below freez-

Engineering Consultant Axel Heuchling, Gotha
knp.bauphysik, Köln

ing point in winter, is properly taken care of. The elevated ice skating track with an air temperature of ap-

Arup, Düsseldorf
NSP, Hannover

prox. 12°C is thus, left to exert a buffer impact between the warm indoor swimming space and the cold
outside air.
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Further information and contact:
Schulitz Architekten GmbH
Viewegstraße 26, 38102 Braunschweig, Deutschland
www.schulitz.de
info@schulitz.de

A 56 kWp photovoltaic system, which supplies the
facility with 50,000 kWh of electricity, was installed on
the roof of the building in cooperation with Rheinenergie.
Even the alignment of the building also takes into due
consideration, the different demands of an ice rink
and an indoor swimming pool. To achieve solar heat
recovery, the swimming pool is oriented southwards.
The intelligently-conceived lamella façade additionally
intensifies this impact. It is conceived with a view to
achieving a maximum share of outdoor light and a
minimum heating of the elevated ice skating track.
As the first ever ice sports facility, Lentpark Cologne
was admitted into the Green Building Program of the
European Union.
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Merkur Ice Arena
Ice rink, Refurbishment, Graz – Austria
Merkur Ice Arena in Graz-Liebenau has a capacity
for 3,785 seats and serves as a venue for 32 Bundesliga games and approx. 2 other big events each
year.
A high-temperature heat pump, which ensures the
heating of the hall from the waste heat of cold generation as well as the preparation of hot water, was
installed in the course of a comprehensive refurbishment process. This heat pump heats the waste
heat from the cooling device (approx. 40°C) to
Illustration 22: Interior view of the new VIP lounge of the ice stadium

(Source: Mariacher & Partner ZT KG)
Energy innovation:
Energy-efficient cold generation,
High temperature heat pump for the utilization of the waste
heat of the cooling device, LED playing field illumination
In operation since: September 2016
Number of visitors per year: approx. 200,000
Owner / Operator:

about 85°C. In winter and in the colder transitional
periods, a large part of own heat needs of the ice
rink can be covered by this means; in summer, this
energy is additionally fed into the district heating
grid of the City of Graz and thus utilized reasonably
(approx. 700,000 kWh/a).
For the remaining heat provision, the heating system was also converted from gas boilers to the
district heating system, which now leads to a natural gas saving in the range of 1,480 MWh per an-

Stadium Graz – Liebenau Vermögensverwertungs- und

num.

Verwaltungsges. m.b.H., managed by Messe Congress
Graz Betriebsges. m.b.H.

New, efficiently functional aggregates, which con-

Investment cost of energy innovation: € 2,000,000
Energy parameters:

sume 35% less energy than the old system, were
installed for cold generation.
A modern, HDTV-compatible and above all, power-

Electrical power consumption: 1,100,000 kWh per annum

saving LED playing ground lighting system, which
facilitated a clear reduction of power input, was

Heat consumption: 1,550,000 kWh per annum (Consumption 2015/16, Generation through heat pump as from 2016)

installed for illumination. Power-saving of
72,000 kWh/a (approx. 40%), which translates into

CO2-savings:

cost-saving of € 15,000 per annum, was achieved
by this means.

approx. 340,000 kg per annum

In 2016, the Ice Arena received the Eco-Profit
Technology provider, Planner:

Award of the City of Graz.

Planning: Enertec GmbH, Graz
Facility: Johnson Controls, Graz
Further information and contact:
Stadium Graz: Liebenau Vermögensverwertungsund Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbH; www.mcg.at
Hannes Knoll (Grad. Engnr.)
hannes.knoll@stadion-liebenau.at
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Max-Aicher Arena
Speedskating hall, New construction, Inzell – Germany
The existing speedskating track was roofed to ensure
optimal conditions for training and competition also
during unfavorable weather conditions. It was taken
into consideration in the process, that under regular
operation, the high-performance training sessions of
national teams or popular sport are held with a maximum of 150 persons. Events such as the World Cup
and Ice speedway (3,500 spectators) or the World
Championship in speedskating (7,000 spectators) on a
single day per season, are an exception.
Illustration 23: World Championship 2011 (Source: Transsolar Energy technology, Munich Office)

Energy innovation:
Adsorptive dehumidification, low-e level between ice
surface and roof, separation of ventilation system for
athletes – spectators, non-dazzling utilization of daylight through sawtooth roofs, utilization of waste heat
from cold generation
In operation since: 2011
Number of visitors per year: approx. 20,000
Owner / Operator:
Municipality of Inzell, Germany
Investment cost of energy innovation:

The objectives during planning, were: optimal training
and competition conditions for the athletes, diffuse
dazzle-free utilization of daylight, non-formation of fog
or condensation and a clearly reduced utility and primary energy need compared with other speedskating
halls.
For this purpose, the ambient air of the hall is adsorptively dehumidified through a heat-driven process. The
airstreams for the spectator area and the area of the
athletes are separated and the speedskating track is
naturally illuminated through the translucent roof –
worldwide in a virtually unique manner. The need for
cooling is reduced through a low-e level (“textile cold
screen”) between the ice surface and the roof, which
blocks the infrared radiation exchange. The waste heat

approx. € 2,000,000

from ice-cold generation is used for the preparation of
space heating. A pellets boiler serves as another heat

Parameters of energy:

generator.

Power consumption: approx. 658 MWh per annum (in
addition to cold generation)

Smoke tests during the initial operation and numerous

Heat consumption: approx. 5,572 MWh per annum

personal records of the athletes during the 2011 World
Championship have shown that the Max Aicher Arena

Cold consumption: approx. 4,480 MWh per annum

offers high-level comfort and “fast ice”. Operational

Planner:

experiences have shown that the primary energy need
(not renewable) is lesser by approx. 30% by interna-

Arge Behnisch-Pohl Architects, Munich
Transsolar, Munich (Energy concept)
Krawinkel Ingenieure, Krefeld

tional standards.
Awards

Bartenbach Lichtlabor GmbH, Aldrans-Innsbruck

2013 IOC/IAKS Award Bronze
2012 Green Good Design Award

Further information and contact:

2012 Wessobrunner Architecture Prize

Behnisch Architects, Munich

2011 World Sports Building of the Year

ww.behnisch.com
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Olympia World Innsbruck
Ice sports, Refurbishment, Innsbruck – Austria
The ice sports arena of Innsbruck (Wasserkraft Arena
of Tyrol) belongs to a range of several sports and
events facilities called OlympiaWorld Innsbruck. The
building of the hall was occasioned by the 2005 Ice
Hockey World Championship and it offers 3,058
grandstand spaces (1,428 of which, are standing
spaces). The arena is conceived for sports types like
ice hockey, ice figure skating, curling, short track or
Bavarian curling, but is also used for different types of
ball sports, martial arts, boxing, wrestling or indoor
climbing.
Illustration 24: OlympiaWorld Innsbruck (Source: Olympia Sport- und
Veranstaltungszentrum Innsbruck GmbH)

Energy innovation:
LED lighting, energy-optimization ice technology and
utilization of meltwater, energy monitoring system
In operation since: 2005
Number of visitors per year: 120,000
Owner / Operator:
Olympia Sport- und Veranstaltungszentrum Innsbruck
GmbH
Investment cost of energy innovation:
Cost of lighting: € 80,000
Energy parameters:
Electrical power consumption savings:
approx. 60,000 kWh/year
3

Water consumption savings: 5000 m per annum
CO2-savings:
approx. 16,700 kg per annum
Technology provider, Planner:
Lighting: Christian Ragg, Light planning
Optimization ice technology:
Enertec; Asperngasse 2-4, 8020 Graz
Further information and contact:
Olympia Sport- und Veranstaltungszentrum Innsbruck
GmbH, Olympiastraße 10, 6020 Innsbruck
T: +43 (512) 33838-0 office@olympiaworld.at

Since 2005, HC Innsbruck has been hosting its home
games here in the Austrian Ice Hockey League. As far
as TV transmissions are concerned, criticisms have
been expressed that the strength of illumination and
evenness of illumination do not meet the required
standards for HDTV transmission.
It, therefore, became necessary to renew the hall’s
lighting system with a gradual conversion to LED. In
spite of the higher lighting capacity (from approx. 1200
Lux to 1700 Lux) and the resultant improvement in TVcompatibility, an annual consumption-drop of approx.
77% has been the result of the dimmability that is now
made possible, which translates into a saving of approx. 60,000 kWh per annum. At the same time, there
was a drop in the cost of maintenance and repairs.
Conversion to LED is also planned for the grandstand
area.
Ice production has also been continually optimized in
the past few years. An own cistern was built for the
recycling of meltwater from the ice of the ice preparation system, to avoid having to lead it into the channel.
5,000 m³ of freshwater could be saved per annum for
ice generation, which in turn, translates into savings in
water and channel expenses. At the same time, the
cooling ribs were renewed in the ice facility and this
improved the quality of ice.
The energy monitoring system that is run by Olympia
World is exemplary. It facilitates the capturing of the
energy consumption of the media (power, heat, cold,
water) in all facilities. The respective current consumption is known by this means, i.e. faults can be detected
much more rapidly.
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Sports Center Lower Austria
Sport Center, Refurbishment, St. Pölten – Austria
The Sports Center of Lower Austria is currently in a
refurbishment process spanning several years, in
which the energy technology of the facility will also be
fundamentally renewed.
Since its opening in the year 1990, the facility has
been expanded and upgraded. Heat supply to the
different objects has, so far, been handled using object-related gas boiler facilities. Power supply is drawn
from the public grid as well as from the 400 kWp photovoltaic system on the roof of the stadium that was
newly erected in 2012.
Illustration 25: View of the Sports Center Lower Austria (Source:
SPA Architekten/Architekt Scheibenreif ZT GmbH)

The initial aim of the energy-technical renovation was

Energy innovation:

able in the area and those that are yet to be constructed, as well as align them in accordance with

Conversion of the heat supply of the entire facility
Thermal refurbishment building
High Voltage Ring, Photovoltaic system
Lighting through LED
General refurbishment during running operations:
2016 - 2018
Operator:

to combine the energy supply systems that are avail-

their load/time behavior. Accordingly, a cogeneration
unit and a secondary heat distribution network, which
appeared technically feasible but was economically
non-implementable, were planned, with the integration
of the existing boiler houses. “Sports World Lower
Austria” was thus tied, heat-technically, to the district
heating network (fed through the power station Dürn-

SPORTZENTRUM Niederösterreich GmbH

rohr), the boiler facilities of every building dismantled
and transfer stations installed.

Investment cost of energy innovation:

The paramount objective of the electrical energy concept is to use the electrical power generated from own

€ 1,100,000
Energy parameters:
Electrical power consumption savings: approx. 900,000
kWh/year
Heat consumption savings Main building:
approx. 25% of the present consumption of the object
CO2-savings:

photovoltaic system as intelligently as possible. It is,
therefore, necessary to reach, as much as possible,
all electrical consumers in the area and supply them
with solar power. Above all else, the power generated
is supposed to be available for the energy-intensive
processes of cold generation in the ice hall. In case of
production surplus from the photovoltaic system, the

approx. 700,000 kg per annum (caused by the conversion of heat provision to distant heating)

electrical energy will be fed back into the EVN grid; on

Technology provider, Planner:

measurement of electrical energy in the area is performed on the low voltage side and the facilities “sta-

KWI Engineers GmbH, St. Pölten

the contrary, in the event of increased energy need,
energy will be drawn from the EVN grid. Since the

dium”, “sports center” and ancillary buildings are
counted separately, usage of the solar energy has, so
far, been possible only in the stadium and the rest
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Further information and contact:

(about 95%) was fed back into EVN.

SPORTZENTRUM Niederösterreich GmbH
Dr. Adolf Schärfstr. 25, A-3100 St. Pölten

To take optimal advantage of the potentials of the PV
system, the creation of an “electrical combination” is

Telephone: +43 2742 295-0; office@sportzentrum-

deemed necessary. This is implemented through the

noe.at

creation of a high voltage ring through the combination of all transformer stations. This facilitates the
need-oriented distribution of energy and the returndelivery of energy as well as create the measurement
facility for the respective network level.
To reduce heat consumption in the sports halls, there
are also plans to install heat recovery facilities in the
existing ventilation systems. Moreover, the main building will be thermally refurbished and will lead to a potential saving of about 25% of heating cost. The focus
in thermal refurbishment will, however, be set basically, on the avoidance of excess heat in summer. The
thermal refurbishment of the remaining buildings and
the deployment of LED lighting will be implemented in
further project stages.
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Sports Center City of Kapfenberg
Sports Center, Refurbishment, Kapfenberg – Austria
The Sports Center in Kapfenberg comprises one
stadium, one indoor and one outdoor swimming pool
respectively and one multi-purpose hall or ice rink.
The building service installations were refurbished
and optimized in two construction phases from 2012
to 2013.
A large part of the two swimming pools in the outdoor
area are now heated through the newly constructed
solar-thermal facility with an overall collector area of
400 m² on the roof of the ice rink. Outside the outdoor
Illustration 26: Aerial view of Sports Center Kapfenberg (Photo:
Urban Municipality Kapfenberg)

Energy innovation:
Solar-thermal system
Utilization of waste heat from cold generation in the ice
rink
Automation Wellness pool
Waste heat recovery from waste air using heat pumps
In operation (after refurbishment) since: 2013
Number of visitors per year: 200,000

swimming season, the solar energy gained is fed into
the Micro-district heating network and thus made
available to the entire sports facility. The new solarthermal collectors were fastened to the sheds on the
roof because they were obviously suited for the purpose from the viewpoint of orientation and inclination
and because additional cost of mounting brackets
could be saved in the process. Since the new facility
can also be used for heating support, district heating
is substituted by solar radiation.
To be able to use and incorporate solar energy optimally, the existing boiler facility (stored hot water)

Owner / Operator:

was converted into a buffer storage facility (stored
heating-hot water) with freshwater modules.

Sports Center of the Urban Municipality of Kapfenberg

Moreover, the accruing waste heat of the cooling

Investment cost of energy innovation:

units in the ice hall is used also for the preheating of
the outdoor pool as well as for the heating of the syn-

€ 517,000 (excl. VAT)
Energy parameters:
Electrical power consumption: 2,300,000 kWh per annum
Heat consumption: 3,100,000 kWh per annum
Electrical power savings: 112,000 kWh per annum
Heat saved: 599,000 kWh per annum
CO2-savings:
approx. 150,000 kg per annum

thetic turf pitch.
For

the

indoor

swimming

pool,

the

following

measures were implemented for the automation of
the wellness pool that was constructed in 2003:
Renewal of the switch cabinet technology, Conversion of direct suction from the pool for night operation
(automation of night switchover and suction from the

Planner: Ingenieurbüro Lauer-Pelzl-Stadlhofer GmbH

pool, lowering of water level for the reduction of
evaporation, reduction of pump rotary speed), Auto-

Further information and contact:

matic backwash system of the filter system and rotary
speed control system of the attraction pumps.

Ingenieurbüro Lauer-Pelzl-Stadlhofer GmbH Stanzerstraße 47; 8650 Kindberg
Ing. Wolfgang Hüttenbrenner, office@tb-lps.at

The indoor swimming pool for the wellness and
sports pool area is heated and dehumidified through
a mechanical ventilation system with a capacity of
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25,000 m³/h. In the process, indoor conditions should
be 29°C at a relative humidity of 60%. A heat pump
using the waste air of the swimming hall, was installed for the heating of the pool water. A heat recovery register was also installed in the waste air
duct. About half of the dehumidification energy from
the waste air can be regained through the heat pump
dehumidification process. Together with the operating
energy of the heat pump, approx. 801 MWh/a can be
regained through the heating of the incoming air and
the pool water.
Through all these measures, annual operating cost
was successfully reduced by approx. € 25,000 in the
course of refurbishment.
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